The technique used in this paper to solve graph programming problems is based on three corner-stones: heuristics, abstraction and calculus. Some twenty-five years ago, E. W. Dijkstra was one of the first to advocate the use of proper heuristics [DIJ76] . For a more up-to-date treatment the reader is referred to {GAS88]. These heuristic principles, and some others. are applied wherever appropriate in this paper, and an attempt is made to indicate at crucial points in the derivation why certain design decisions were taken. In
[EIJ92] the reader may find explicitly formulated "rules of thumb", applying more in particular to set, graph or fixed-point problems.
The need for abstraction is widely accepted [REY81, CAI891, although in some modern textbooks [MEH84, COR90] graph algorithms are treated in terms of low level data structures. In my opinion, abstraction is the only way to reason about more complicated algorithms like graph algorithms, allowing the methods for solving small problems [DIJ88] to be applicable without requiring major changes. However, the way to abstract is subject to discussion. Since we are interested in computing functions the most logical conclusion seems to be to introduce abstract functions as data structures into the basic formalism, for which we choose the guarded command language (GCL) [DIJ88] . Because in repetitions we would like these functions to grow towards their final value we also introduce partial functions. Finally, we need abstract sets, in the spirit of [REM84] . The details of this data abstraction are summarized in section 2, together with a touch of control abstraction [LIS77] A straightforward proof rule is expressed by the precondition for theorem, and section 2 is concluded with the expression accumulation theorem, needed to make efficient use of the for-statement.
The third corner-stone of our technique, a calculational style, is widely believed to be a prerogative of transformational programming, be it Imperative Many of the problems in the class can be treated very elegantly using fixed-point theory and a regular algebra of matrices [BAC75, CAR79, TAR81l.
However, the present class of problems is more general, because these matrices carry less information than the fixed-point operators on functions in section 3. Therefore, in section 5, the general problem is instantiated to an example that, as far as I know, cannot be described by such a regular algebra: the problem of ascending reachability [REM85] . It does, however, turn out to be an instance of the problem class in [KNU771, but there a non-calculational proof of the solution algorithm is only given afterwards.
The SAL formalism
In the program notation of SAL (Set Algorithmic Language), which is an extension of GCL, all variables are assigned a -constant -type at the beginning of the block with respect to which they are local, by a declaration Instances of functions can be denoted as sets of pairs, and 0 is the empty function. The constant function with domain $ and value c for all se$ is denoted by ($: c), and if $={s} is a singleton, this will be abbreviated to (s: c), the singleton function. A constant function with standard domain V will be written c, or g A if g is an expression. The lambda quantifier offers a general notation for functions:
(>. i: :I)·i: g.j)
is the function which, for all values of dummy i that satisfy :I). i, takes the value g. i. In this notation a domain restricted function is defined by (1)
So far, rules (0) and (I) only allow us to restrain function domains. In programming, if a function is to be computed, we need to be able to extend a function domain, or to combine functions with disjoint domains. To that end we introduce the so-called lift-split rule, which, assuming FnG = 0, is given by f _ g = (>. i: i e FUG: if ieF .. f·i 0 ieG .. g'i fj) e FUG .. lf.
(2)
As it happens, the functions encountered in programming practice rarely have disjoint domains. In fact, a combination of (I) and (2) turns out to be very
fruitful. An obvious definition for yet another lifted operator E9 would be This rule is called the lift-join rule. Its power is that it generalizes both (I) and (2): using (0) and (I) we have
and if FOG = fb (3) reduces to (2); in that case the operator e on the lefthand side may be chosen arbitrarily, or omitted if It is irrelevant.
As for operator properties, it turns out that commutativity, assocIativity, idempotency and distributivity simply carryover to the lifted operators. For commutative and associative operators e we sometimes need a generalized version of (3), which reads (iii k: :D·k: h·k) = (;>. i: e (U k: :D·k: H·k): (e k: :D·k A ieH·k: h·k·j)) ,
where h· k e H· k->lf is a k-indexed family of functions.
Some function calculus rules, relating (0), (2) and (3), are summarized below. For arbitrary sets A and B we have the chaining rule
If, in addition, e e If->lf->lf is an arbitrary binary infix operator on the common range If of f and g, the term split rule expresses (Af-f e g) = (Aff) e (Af-g) .
For idempotent operators II e If->lf->lf the domain disjunction rule
holds. If AOB = fb, rule (8) is called domain split rule, and operator II may be omitted. Rules (6), (7) and (8) are easily derived from (0), (2) and (3).
Detailed proofs are given in [EIJ92]. An application of (5), the domain shift to term rule, reads
with e commutative and associative, and W' k k-indexed sets. It follows from in the same way as function composition (0) is comparable to the map (*l. For an associative and commutative operator ($) we define e·f = (e i: iEF: f·j).
(10)
We conclude with two domain split rules for e·f, with a straightforward proof: e'(fvg) = EIl'fEllEll'g,
and (11)
Next we turn from data abstraction to control abstraction [LIS77] . Firstly, a convenient miracle statement is introduced. To that end we define statement out: I-:P<M.t. in· out with meaning: variable out is assigned a value such that :P<M.t·in·out is validated. A detailed definition of this programming primitive is beyond the scope of this paper; the reader is referred to [MOR901.
A related programming primitive is element selection. Statement x: EX is defined using the weakest precondition wp for arbitrary predicate :P, by 
Evidently, the for statement not only turns out to be shorter than Its GCL counterpart, but it also saves the introduction of the fresh set variable A. vertices. Alternatively, the predecessor function P e V"IP·V may be used instead of S, the relation between the two being given by
Often Sand P are generalized to functions of type IP' V"IP· V, according to
and analogously for P. Denoting both the standard and generalized versions of Sand P with the same symbol rarely causes confusion. Both Sand P are strict with respect to ill, monotonic, and uni-disjunctive (universally disjunctive).
Let For this partial order (A .... e) and dOe turn out to be monotonic.
We are asked to determine the least fixed point f e V~ If of some operator
Operator '!f is assumed to be monotonic, hence it satisfies
(20)
Often recursive formulations can be derived from explicit expressions, using Here (e U ) o,a corresponds to '!f in (20)-(21). A proof is given in appendix B.
(23)
For the special class of problems considered here, '!f also satisfies a restriction on its image, with respect to a "differential" change in Its argument, a kind of "limited growth"-property, expressed by
An operator satisfying (26) is called conservative, and so are its fixpoints.
It is not hard to prove that, if one restricts the context-free grammars from [KNU77] to generate only graph problems, then fixed-point functions turn out to be conservative precisely if their generating functions are superior (see [KNU77] ). Though restricted to graphs, the present formalism is more general with respect to operators and function domains.
The class of programming problems defined by (18)-(26) can not necessarily be mapped to a regular algebra of matrices [BAC75, CAR79, TAR8I]. On the other hand, if the regular algebra satisfies the property that the unit of its multiplication is top (T) of the lattice Cll',!;) , a property that corresponds to (26), it is an instance of the problem class defined above.
The required f computation is now accomplished by realizing postcondition 'R.
:
where g E V~ 11' is a partial function variable.
Derivation of an algorithm
Because the quantity to be computed is a least fixed point we approximate it from below (cf. linear search) and propose the simplest invariant possible: However, strengthening the guard implies weakening the postcondition, so we ought to make sure that 'R still holds upon termination. Negation of the guard could mean that g and h are not comparable, so in order to still conclude something useful we are forced to introduce invariant 1'2:
Then the postcondition remains valid, for we have CSN 92/04 :J-OO.E 92/15-13
Evidently, :PO and :P1 remain valid in the latest algorithm. The validity of :P2~:~. d just after the selection follows from :P1 and !j' monotonicity (22):
so the abstract, second approximation turns out to be (partially) correct.
So far everything has gone smoothly, requiring hardly any inventiveness.
But at this point we take an important design decision. The only drawback of the second approximation seems to be the lack of clarity about the efficiency, or for that matter, termination at all. We decide to settle this question od.
Note that domains G and H of functions g and h, respectively, need not be adjusted separately. Variable CEll" is only introduced as a shorthand. However, the above algorithm is only a true refinement of the previous one if :P3:
(Gf-h) = g holds, for this implies that g C: h is equivalent to H\G ;.! 10, using (19). Invariant 'P3 means that h equals g on domain G of the latter, see (OJ.
Can we keep 'P3 invariant? It holds initially, but before checking its invariance, we first mention a convenient property of d, directly following from conservativity property (26) and 'Pl:
This also implies c = !1. g. including lip, the path length, and p' i, with O~i@p, is the i-th vertex. If the last vertex of a path coincides with the first of another path, these paths may be concatenated with operator tt. Note that this is not the usual sequence concatenation! This brief summary will do for our purposes.
In terms of the path formalism the set of ascending reachables is given by again for u e S· (p. #p), i.e. the weight of the last edge of path p, and, if restricted to ascending paths, indeed the maximum label weight on the path.
If one wishes to introduce a regular algebra [BAC75] to describe (38)-(41), a homomorphism is needed on the data structure of paths with concatenation, corresponding to the regular algebra product. However, (39) tends to violate associativity. In any case, t·u·v interpreted as a matrix is not adequate to model the problem, and at least tupled matrix elements (e.g. ascendingness,
first edge label, last edge label) are required. In this way associativity can be restored, but then the regular algebra product lacks a proper unit, and it is hard to define a regular algebra sum operator, especially one over which the product should distribute. If there is a way out, it may be rather messy.
On the other hand, the present problem is easily modeled using Knuth's formalism [KNU77] . The interested reader may verify that "superior" functions g ·c = if t·u·v<c" +00 0 t·u·v~c" t·u·v fi uv will do the trick. The superiority is expressed by the fact that g . c ~ c. uv Returning to our problem we note that definition (37) has two drawbacks.
Firstly, it requires the complicated path formalism, and secondly, it does not have the shape of a recursive equation, which proved to be so rruitful in last section's derivation, and for other graph problems [EIJ92]. It turns out that a simple recursive equation of that kind does not even exist for R: the ascending reachability of a given vertex x cannot be expressed in that of its predecessors. Intuitively, we need the "degree of ascending reachability" of x's predecessors, in order to see whether paths to them can be extended with an edge to x. Therefore we apply a technique called information extension In order to prove that dl is uni-disjunctive we use the last-but-two expression in derivation (47), abbreviating weS-v to 'P and (w: t-v-w) to T_ The uni-disjunctivity of :II implies monotonicity of '!f, if we take .j. for U, and ;. for !'::. It remains to check properties (26) and (35) . We derive '!f. ( After the repetition we have G=H, and in accordance with the remark at the beginning of this section the latter is equal to R, so we need not calculate R Finally, the uniqueness of the solution of (24) and (25) is to be shown.
Let rO and rl both satisfy (24) and (25). Application of (25), for rO, taking s to be rl, we find rO!:::rl, since rO satisfies (24), and hence eUiJ'rO !::: rOo The reverse rl!:::rO follows analogously. Antisymmetry then implies rO=rl.
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